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Recovery Transformation:
			 The Future is in Our Hands

s

Jason McLaughlin, Executive Director, Administrative Services

Soon after I was hired as a Mental Health Partial Hospitalization Program Therapist in May of 2005, I was asked
to attend a two-day training titled “Recovery Foundations.” The training was facilitated by some very energetic
folks from Connecticut, who encouraged us to abandon much of what we thought about our clients and
what they were capable of. Their message seemed a bit unrealistic to me at the time, following my experience
working in an inpatient setting. My colleagues confirmed this impression, and assured me that this “Recovery
Transformation” was just another City initiative that would go nowhere. “We used to call them patients,”
clinicians were heard to remark; “we’ll be calling them something else ten years from now.”
Over the course of the next year, I experienced a lot of changes myself. I moved to a new town, got married, enrolled in a second graduate degree
program, and was promoted to supervisor at Wedge’s Partial Program in South Philly. Around this time, the City began to ramp up its Recovery
Transformation efforts by releasing a request for proposals for Transformed Day Programs. Our CEO, Pat Palmer, asked me and a few other key
Partial Program staff to meet with him and discuss how a “transformed” program would look. At this point, I had a decision to make: Would I
buy in to the concept that recovery can happen, or would I accept that change would be in name only?
One of the groups I started at the South Philly Partial Program was literally a walk through the neighborhood; every Monday morning, any
clients that were interested could walk with me down Broad Street to Marconi Plaza and back. It was difficult to recruit folks to go on this walk,
but eventually a core group came together each week. One of the Monday morning walkers was a client that many of the others were downright
afraid of; he kept to himself in groups, crossed his arms, rocked in his chair, and scowled at people. When approached, he would often reply with
a rude, sarcastic, or threatening remark. We’ll call him Al, for confidentiality’s sake.
In walking to Marconi Plaza with Al each week, I began to notice that many passersby and shopkeepers on Broad Street actually knew Al, and
he knew them! The way he responded to them was so different from how I observed him to be at the program.
He was polite and friendly! This is when I began to realize that with a life in the community, people with
mental illness could experience a satisfying and rewarding life. Recovery was possible.
From that realization onward, everything flowed easily. We wrote the proposal, and were accepted as the first
City-funded program at Wedge. I was promoted to Program Director, and worked with my team to develop
what is now one of Philadelphia’s most innovative and widely-recognized Community-Integrated Recovery
Centers, or as we call it, the Recovery and Education Center. Visitors from all over the USA, Europe, and as
far as Hong Kong have come to see how we “do recovery.”
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Unfortunately, we don’t get to ride off into the sunset from here. As I’m sure
many of our readers have heard, the current administration in Harrisburg is
gearing up for significant cuts to the budget, with Behavioral Health being
reduced by at least $33,000,000. Word on the street is that it isn’t long until the
cuts affect special initiatives and programs; one can surmise that major aspects
of the Recovery Transformation will be on the chopping block.
So now we are all at a crossroads: Do we give up hope and blame it all on
yet another government initiative abandoned for lack of funding? Or, do we
integrate what we have learned, push on, and continue to make the changes
that we committed ourselves to? We may not be able to afford the expensive
computers, fancy décor, or high-profile consultants that program dollars have
allowed providers to purchase in the past, but we can do what we can with the
resources we have.
In just the past few days, I was presented with opportunities our staff had
located: One allows us to buy refurbished computers for our members and
programs at $100 each; the other provides an opportunity for staff to receive
onsite training in Evidence-Based Practices for free. I have seen staff, members,
family, and other volunteers come in on Saturdays to paint program areas in
bright, inviting colors. I have seen other staff come up with ideas that decrease
or eliminate expenses, and I have met with other like-minded individuals and
organizations (read about SpiritFire Farms on page 3) who are making recovery
real everyday, without assistance from government programs.
I invite each of you to share your ideas of how we can continue our noble
transformation. Talk with your fellow colleagues, supervisors, peers, Peer
Government leaders, peer specialists, and alumni. Post your ideas on our
FaceBook page. Start a support group, NA meeting, knitting circle, chess club,
or supervision group. Treat folks as you would want to be treated, especially if
they are about the nastiest person you’ve run into! Volunteer your time to make
someone’s life a little bit brighter. Resist the urge to complain about what we
don’t have, and put double the effort into taking advantage of what resources
we have at our fingertips. As the oft-quoted Mahatma said, “Be the change you
want to see in the world.” Cliché email signature, yes; but if you think about it,
he’s right!

BE THE CHANGE...
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Equine Rehabilitation
Achieving Recovery through alternative experiences

Darnell Lockhart, Juniper Site Reporter
Members and staff of the REC programs from Germantown and
Juniper, and the OAR at North began an exciting new exploration
of Equine Rehabilitation. For the six members and three staff
participating in this new service it has been a truly unique experience.
Located in semi-rural Malvern, PA, Spirit Fire Farm is a picturesque
setting far-removed from the hustle and bustle of the urban
Philadelphia in which the Recovery programs are located. Leaving your
comfort zone can be difficult; however, Romulus and Jubilee (the two
horses who live at Spirit Fire Farm) have been more than welcoming!

What is it?
The healing properties of this experience come not only from the
natural setting; equine rehabilitation is an emotional work. Spirit Fire
Farm’s website describes it as a process of learning to “communicate
clearly, honestly, and assertively [to]… build trust and establish
relationships.” Horses are used in this type of work because they
possess the instinctual ability to understand and respond to human
emotions. In fact, they will often react to the emotions of a human
without that person being fully aware they were experiencing the
emotion. As such, it is a powerful tool for emotional awareness
For example, horses “have strong reactions to individuals who are too
demanding, hostile, or loud. Sometimes horses react with fear, other
times they react with aggression…. If they perceive participants as a
threat, the will either try to avoid them or dominate them.” Using the
activities of equine rehabilitation, the healthy choices members make
on the farm begin to generalize to their everyday lives.

What does it look like?
Some of the activities that the group has participated in so far have
been grooming; putting harnesses on the horses (a surprisingly difficult
task); weaving the horses through a set of cones without the use of
harnesses; leading the horses over fences without harnesses. What
we have discovered so far is that these tasks require a great deal of
confidence, calmness, and gentle yet assertive behavior. In addition,
these activities are team-building tasks, requiring communication
among group members and careful attention to individual energy.
Throughout the activities, Aislinn Vaughn (CEO and clinician of Spirit
Fire Farm), facilitates interactions and draws on her deep knowledge
of human and horse psychology to make observations and verbal
interventions which encourage change and growth.
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In January we celebrated the “I Have a Dream” speech by a great
American, Martin Luther King, Jr. Inspired by his dream, I want
to write to all of the Wedge Community about MY dream. It’s
about me and what I have wanted to do for so long, I don’t
even remember how long. Nursing, helping people, bringing
healing to others. Why is this my dream, I wonder? Well, maybe
because I have seen too many good people in pain. I know about
that pain. What better purpose on God’s Earth could I take part
in but to help ease someone’s pain. It’s what I want to do.
It’s MY dream.
I know that I can’t just jump into something like this. I am not
ready. On the other hand, I have to start. It has been said that a
journey of 1000 miles begins with a single step. I have taken that
step: I am scheduled to graduate in April and I am enrolled in a
GED program. In life we take one day at a time. I need to focus
on going to my classes, doing my homework, and making this a
priority. In the past, I have allowed myself to get sidetracked. You
know, there is always an excuse. You need to want it bad. There
is no easy path. I’m not ready to be a nurse yet, but I am ready to
walk the path.

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that.
Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Lots of things happen at once. I am in new apartment, I am
engaged, I have kids and grandkids. It can be hectic. The math
and English tests aren’t the only tests I need to take. The test of
my character and willingness to persevere are in front of me also.
I intend to prevail.
I have been at the Wedge since September 2007. What a
blessing. I lost a daughter, age 26, in 2006. I needed to do
some healing. There were other things going on for me as
well. Struggles can really knock you down but, if you can pick
yourself back up, well, it’s glorious. I have made friends here
and I met the man to whom I am engaged. I’m learning that “Romance” isn’t the same as commitment. Falling in love and getting married isn’t a
“happily ever after” movie. It takes work, patience, and compromise. We’ll make it.
Copyright © 1Journey™, A Subsidiary Of Exceptional Concepts Inc 2012. All Rights Reserved.

You know, I need to share something else that has really tested me. November 14th I felt lousy. I didn’t have the strength I was born with.
My vision was blurry.
I went to Temple and the diagnosis was diabetes. As if I didn’t have enough to contend with? You know I wish I could tell you that I have it
under control but it’s been another struggle. I can’t even eat my favorite junk foods (Crunch a Munch, Lemon Heads) like I used to. I guess I
have to learn to love pears or something.
Like the Recovery Movement says: “Whatever it takes!”
Anyway, I am getting ready to move on. I am challenged. I have a dream.
I pray that all of you have dreams too. Oh, another thing. Find something bigger than yourself; a cause, a faith, a church. God will help you if
you pray and commit yourself. God bless you all. (Pray for me that my dreams come to pass).
Lizzie Willis, Germantown Reporter

“I have a dream”
TheWedge
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A Day of Service
Monday, January 16th, 2012

On a day of Remembrance in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., we found a way to embrace his teachings and his principles, a day of
Communication through Education, a day of community engagement and involvement, a day of networking and resource sharing with neighbor
meeting neighbor. We helped by participating in the community clean up. We cleaned up the North Philadelphia Neighborhood between
22nd and 29th Streets and Lehigh Avenue to Cambria Street. We also cleaned and groomed the entire Chalmers Park and worked inside the
community center. While we cleaned we also shared some of the history of Chalmers Park, had a tour, and marched for the vision of what is to
come. We sang songs, talked with each other and met new friends.
Being involved in a community cleanup such as this provided us the opportunity to show the community that we have much to offer and are
willing to help, even in a small way. When the participants were asked what they got out of this, there were many benefits listed. One participant
said she just felt good being a part of something that made a difference in others’ lives. Another felt gratitude and a sense of accomplishment
when he looked over the areas he assisted in cleaning. Another participant shared that he experienced the look on a few of the neighbors’ faces
and stated that was all the encouragement he needed to do good again. It seems that although this was on a volunteer basis, the “pay out” was
much greater than anything monetary could have been.
We would like to thank Philly Rising and North Penn Civic Association for the contribution of the tools used to clean the neighborhood. The
Harmonious Volunteer Center, located at Chalmers Park, was responsible for coordinating this community service day, and was very thankful to
all those who made the day successful and enjoyable for all.
South and Germantown Site Reporters
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The Winds of Time
by Johnnie Bronson
I remember when the winds of time would run
slow in comparison to the sands of an hour glass,
even though I was very young I was still an

Through the darkness of tonight

intelligent lass, and even then wondering how

Not knowing if tomorrow will come

Searching for minutes left over

are doing from my youthful past, wondering if

From today attempting to prolong

they would remember our days of Catholic

The unbelievable, just one second more,

school thus Catholic mass. The winds of time we

To try to gain control of something

breeze through now seems a breeze too fast, so

That was not meant to last but a moment

poetry in motion
wedge

Or if I will even see it if it does

I still wonder today how my childhood friends

fast that we can’t begin to remember a thought of

the very near past. The winds of time are fast and

For who really knows the length of the day,
the seasons come in turns.

swift of our future near, so take heed and be

But who’s to say when it will stop.

forewarned, so that we all may or may not

Or do we continue to assume.

preserve, therefore making sure regardless of our

Spring comes after winter and fall
after summer or vice-versa

outcome, that for future generations will be
outspoken leaders of a world without fear.

Walking the world, climbing to the highest of
how life supposes to be.
Yet making our own path on the road
to our own demise
For surly death comes sooner than any of us anticipates
And last longer than we desire.

Inspirational
Quotes
from
Justin Rowe

Yet we long for life and live for death
And our secret thoughts are our own
For as long as we can hold them or hold our breath

The Air Of Relaxation

Still Blindly I Walk Into Tomorrow!!!

While with an eye made quiet by the power of
harmony, and deep power of joy, we are into
the life of things!
William Wordsworth
Certain thoughts are prayers. There are moments
when whatever be the attitude of the body, the soul
is on its knees.
Victor Hugo
Always have something beautiful in sight even if it’s
just a daisy in a jelly glass.
H. Jackson Brown Jr.
Listening to our hearts gives us a sense of direction
even when the road is not well marked.
Andrea Van Steen House, PhD
See Justin’s Report on page 11
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by Angela Wright
Blindly I walk into tomorrow

long these wonderful times would last.
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Until Tomorrow

Keep sending in your poetry and
articles. We want to hear from
you! Your talent is valued by us.
Contact your Site Reporter and
you just may get published!

In My Opinion
Angela Wright, Frankford Site Reporter

Teach the Children

My Motto is: Each one teach one

inner

perspectives

Angela Wright, Frankford Site Reporter

Until we learn to overlook

As children we see the world blindly. We have no
real responsibility except to obey and learn. We are
suppose to be protected from the callousness that the
inevitably catches up to us as we grow. As we get older
our parents and those above us assume that we know
better and the shield that protected us for so long is
removed and we began to lead our own lives based on
what we thought we knew.
We are taught right from wrong but then we form our
own opinion about how to use what we are taught.
We began to manipulate the right in order in order
to justify the wrong that we do. Reasoning and
rationalizing become a part of our everyday lives
weather we are right or wrong it doesn’t matter as
long as we can justify our minds; we play it out
to the fullest. But are we ready to deal with the
consequences in the end. Remember there’s a
reward as well as punishment.
Of course the reward is accepted with” I knew it”
However! The punishment is always “What Happens”
“I didn’t see that coming “. People it is all in our
decision making: As children most of our decision is
made for us. Therefore our rewards or punishment
is handed down to us by those who protect us from
callousness that surrounds us. As adults we are
responsible for our own protection, in other words
the best way to protect our children is to teach them
better decision making skills. Teach them to analyze
and comprehend both the reward and punishment
before implementing the decision. Remember they are
our children they learn by what you teach and what
they see you do.

The petty differences that
Separates us as people
We will continue to
Suffer as a nation.
We are taught, anything
Learned can be unlearned.
We must unlearn the tyrannical behavior,
That been taught to us by our enemies.
That has left us filled with
Anger, rage, hate and revenge towards one another,
And learn compassion, understanding, loyalty and
Respect of ourselves for ourselves,
so within ourselves a new lesson can be learned.
A lesson of love and trust
That can be taught to the
Next generation, which they may unite and implement
In order to overcome and end the
reign of our oppression.
And once again take our place at the
top of the ladder instead
Of the bottom of the food chain

THE ADDICT
Angela Wright, Frankford Site Reporter

The Addict
It is not hard to become an addict, we start out smoking a joint, and getting high on the weekends, every weekend! At this point
our addiction begins. We laugh at others addiction because we don’t recognize our own. Remember when you begin on this path
of every weekend smoking marijuana, and drinking beer or wine. On your way to buy yours, you would laugh at the junkies or the
wino’s who had a different addiction than yours. Please take note an addiction is a habit, something done habitually once a day, once
a week, once a month, or every weekend. Eventually the addiction become greater then we can bear. We began to impose our will
on those who we turned our backs to par-take in our addiction, the demons became stronger our usage becomes more frequent;
our addiction has consumed our lives. Our addiction and success becomes one - what I mean by that is we strive to do good, to
have money for our addiction, until we lose it all though our addiction. We have submitted to something that has a power over us.
We can’t stop

Part II- Recovery
At this point we began to believe that there is no help for us. This is the best time to seek recovery. We forgot that this, what we have
become did not happen overnight. It took time and recovery is the same. It will take some time!! However we have to put as much
effort into our recovery as we did in our addiction. One minute at a time, one hour a day, weekend, month, year. We have to find
something stronger than ourselves, and dedicate our lives to that with complete devotion we must become addicts to more positive
things, a walk in the park, helping our children with their homework, cooking, learning, reading, writing, and praying. It is time to
submit ourselves to our higher power. Remember God created you into his own image. He loves you if you love him back, back in
your recovery you will win.

GOD HAS POWER OVER ALL THINGS
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recovery and education
center of Philadelphia

		
Jessica Griffith, CPRP, Program Coordinator
Maybe your beloved cat died. Perhaps some super-awesome guy you were dating gave you the old “it’s not you, it’s me” line. It could be that your
best friend moved from three blocks away to three time zones away. Maybe you got laid off from your dish washing job because your pizzaslinging boss decided that your position was extraneous and that by eliminating your salary he could increase his profit margins.
No matter which case above applies, they all make you feel the same way: sad.
Sadness is a broad term and has a wide spectrum. Because broad terms and wide spectrums tend to get real confusing real quick, let’s simplify
sadness into two basic types: transient sadness and chronic sadness. Transient sadness is when something unfortunate happens and you feel sad
for a while, but eventually the sadness passes. Chronic sadness is longer lasting and generally does not pass without some sort of intervention.
All fancy categorization aside, sadness sucks. In fact, sadness sucks so bad that we’re desperate to alleviate this sucking by inventing bizarrely
named medications to stop us from being sad. We’re all pretty familiar with using these Suckiness Stopping medications, right? You swallow a
pill for 4 - 6 weeks, during that time the Suckiness Stopping pills start changing something in your brain and eventually, if everything goes as it
should, the sucking stops and you feel less sad.
Of course, not all sadness requires Suckiness Stopping pills. But whether you’re transiently sad or chronically sad, something was going on inside
your brain to make you feel sad. So what’s that all about? What’s going on in your brain that makes you feel all sucky?
Neurotransmitters.
A neurotransmitter is how your nerve cells talk to each other. A cell sends out a neurotransmitter and another cell picks
it up, which gives the receiving cell a message that it needs to be doing something. That cell does what it’s supposed to do, then sends out a
neurotransmitter to another cell to tell it what to do next.
Imagine you lock yourself out of your house. It’s February, which means it’s flippin’ cold outside. Your goal is to get the front door unlocked so
that you can get back inside the house so that you don’t get frostbite and wind up having to get your pinky toe amputated. You know that your
sister is inside the house, warm and cozy in her bedroom on the second floor watching reruns of America’s Next Top Model. Unfortunately for
you, you left your cell phone inside the house so it’s not like you can call to warn her about the dangers of frostbite and the implications this may
have on your pinky toe. You decide that the best way to get her attention is to take a pebble from your driveway and throw it at her window.
Your sister hears the pebble hit the glass, goes to the window, opens the window and you tell her to unlock the door because you are freezing
and your pinky toe is in serious jeopardy. Because your sister has a broken leg, she can’t get downstairs to open the door before your pinky toe
freezes, so instead she yells down the stairs to your mother, who is in the kitchen making a chocolate bundt cake. Your mother hears your sister,
wipes her hands on her apron, walks through the living room and to the front door, turns the latch, opens the door and let’s you inside. Goal
accomplished. Your pinky toe remains intact.
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continued from page 8

Consider you, your sister and your mother to be nerve cells. Consider throwing the pebble, yelling down the stairs and walking to the door to
be the neurotransmitters. This is what is happening inside your brain. And your brain is doing this all the time. Like, constantly. Like, right now.
And not just one pebble at a time either. There are thousands of frenetic little pebbles being thrown around your brain at any given moment.
That’s a lot of pebbles.
Each of these pebbles are responsible for sending different messages. Some pebbles are responsible for making you do things that you aren’t even
thinking of, like breathing and digesting. Some pebbles are responsible for deciphering the symbols on this page into meaningful representations
of concepts so that you can read and understand this article.
So which pebbles are responsible for sadness? A few, actually.
These pebbles are called Monoamines. You’re probably already familiar with the names of these pebbles: dopamine, serotonin and
norepinephrine (also known as noradrenaline). There are other monoamines too, but they’re not really relevant to this article, so they get the
shaft (sorry, melatonin). These are your “feel good” neurotransmitters and they each make you feel good in different ways.
Dopamine gets you all excited and motivated and makes you want to do things that feel good. It also remembers what makes
you feel good so you are sure to repeat the feel good experience. Dopamine makes you all yippy-skippy and gets you talking to
complete strangers in the elevator because you are, like, totally exploding with feeling-goodness.
Serotonin is the cool, calm and contented feel-good that makes you want to relax on your couch, chill out and listen to some
good tunes with some good friends. Serotonin reminds you that life is good and you want to keep it that way. I once heard
a rumor that serotonin owns a private beach house in Aruba. I’m not sure if this is true, but it sure sounds like something
serotonin would do.
Norepinephrine is a lot like dopamine, in that it gets you all excited and wanting to go after things that make you feel good. It also helps you feel
confident in stressful situations. Norepinephrine helps you pay attention to things, especially ones that make you feel good, so that you can get
these good things as fast as you can, because you want to feel good as fast as you can. Norepinephrine also helps you make a quick get-away
from things that don’t make you feel good.
Dopamine, serotonin and norepinephrine sound like a good time, right? Yep, sure do! They probably sound so good that you think you want to
get as many of these neurotransmitters as you can pumping through your cells, right? Well, not really.
Turns out, “too much of a good thing” is a pretty accurate when it comes to monoamines. At the most basic level, too many monoamines can
make you feel too good. Dangerously good. That’s what psychiatrists call “manic”. More specifically, too much dopamine can give you really
annoying, not to mention involuntary, muscle movements (also known as tardive dyskineasia). It can also make you suspicious of others or see
and hear things that other people do not. Too much serotonin can make you sick to your stomach, pass out and possibly force you to spend a
large part of your day sitting on the toilet. Too much norepinephrine can make you really angry and want to hurt people.
Too many monoamines = not feeling good.
Fortunately, your body has a way to keep these monoamines under control and on track to feeling good: Monoamine
Oxidase (MAO). Monoamine Oxidase isn’t a neurotransmitter though; Monoamine Oxidase is an enzyme. Believe it
or not, you’ve probably heard of this enzyme before. Does this phrase sound familiar? “Consult your doctor before
taking this medication if you have used an MAO inhibitor in the past.” Yeah, you’ve probably heard it on your TV in
an advertisement for some new Suckiness Stopping medication. There are different types of monoamine oxidase. For
purposes of this article, we are only concerned with MAO-A.
Enzymes break chemicals down. MAO-A’s primary function is to break down and consume the monoamines in your body.
When everything in your body is working as it’s supposed to and life is treating you pretty ok, MAO-A meanders out of your liver, into your
brain, and gently grazes on the monoamines.
But when your cat dies prematurely at the age of 6, in your arms, from an unknown illness, this signals to your brain that something sad has
happened. Now, here’s where the science gets sort of foggy. Scientists don’t really know what causes your brain chemistry to change, but in
1995 these guys named Dr. George and Dr. Ketter, along with some of their friends, took a bunch of brain pictures and figured out which parts
get more activated when you are sad. Then, in 1999, this lady named Dr. Mayberg (and ten other super smart folks) figured out that the brain
activation in transient sadness and in chronic sadness are not that different from each other.
Continued on page 10
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These scientists also know that when people are chronically sad they have fewer monoamines and more MAOs in their brain. Since the brain
activation between transient and chronic sadness are similar, Dr. Mayberg concluded that the chemical changes that cause these sadnesses must
also be similar.
When your brain signals that a sad event has occurred, monoamines start hiding out in your nerve cells. Without any feel-good stimulus (like the
knowledge that your dead cat will never nuzzle your cheek again), they have no reason to open lines of cheerful communication between your
cells because there is nothing to feel cheerful about.
But don’t forget, your body is still releasing the MAOs, and with food now scarce, they are getting hungry. The MAOs march straight to your
brain and consume as many monoamines as possible. For the daring few dopamine, serotonin and norepinephrine that are willing to risk the
journey, look out-- the MAOs are coming right for you, with fork in hand.
The result is very few monoamines and too many MAOs. Without enough dopamine we feel lethargic, unmotivated, unsocial and experience
a sense of longing. Too little serotonin makes us feel emotionally empty, causes problems sleeping, decreased appetite and loss of interest in
pleasurable activities. If there’s not enough norepinephrine, we have a hard time concentrating and we get anxious and fearful.
In short, we are sad.
Being sad sucks. But there’s hope for us, the saddened masses! You know that pint of Ben & Jerry’s Half Baked ice cream you consumed within
an hour after super-awesome guy gave you the obligatory, “I still want to be friends”? Or what about that piece of leftover double pepperoni pizza
you ate at midnight because you couldn’t sleep after dreaming about the pink slip your boss handed you this morning?
Rejoice! Comfort food is your ally!
That’s right, according to my new favorite person, Dr. Van Oudenhove, the fatty acids in comfort food improve your mood! The evidence is slim,
but at least I don’t have to feel bad about the 20 chicken McNuggets and extra-large Shamrock Shake I wolfed down this afternoon.

GALAEI Visits Rec!

Rachel Copen

On Tuesday, February 7th, the Gay and Lesbian Latino AIDS Education Initiative (GALAEI) visited Juniper REC for a Safer
Sex Presentation. Karla Diaz, along with her assistant Lynette, provided a detailed, informative, and energetic presentation
on safer sex.
As part of the Juniper REC Change Management Team headed by Billy Reppert and Christina Jordan, members shared
their interest in seeing safe sex practices addressed in program. Upon members’ request, GALAEI was contacted to help
our site begin the conversation on practicing sex safely. Our presenters addressed different sexual scenarios and challenged
our members to categorize these situations as either “safe,” “use caution,” or “dangerous.” Members learned about different
Sexually Transmitted Diseases and contraceptives. The community showed their knowledge of safe sex practices and also
asked many questions clarifying information.
Ms. Diaz and her assistant gave our members free condoms and demonstrated on models how to use them. Members were
encouraged to practice opening the condom wrappers and some where brave enough to practice applying them to the
models. After the hour-long presentation members commented on how much they had learned. One member shared he
had not heard so much information covered on safe sex in a brief, yet engaging way.
Members were given information on how to obtain free, confidential HIV and STD testing through GALAEI and were given a pack of 20
condoms to help them practice safely. Ms. Diaz was open to repeating her presentation every few months to help members keep the safer
sex conversation thriving!
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Hustlers Anonymous is a fellowship of members who lives have become unmanageable due to the choices they have made. The only requirement
for membership is the desire for a better life and a willingness to take certain suggestions. Many of us have experienced negative consequences
as a result of our hustler life style; incarceration, broken families, police harassment, and near death experiences. Due to lure of the streets, we
have time and time again chosen the seemingly easy way out. We went back to the same old corner, choosing it over our mothers, children, and
our own personal freedom. If you are tired of handing over control of your life to the system, selling your children short, or just ready to get out
the game; then you are ready to take certain steps. Some of these may seem hard, but if you are ready to gain true respect for yourself, from your
family and from your community then you’re well on your way.
w We admitted that our values have become distorted and that the streets are a game you cannot win.
w We came to believe that the power to change is within us.
w Made a decision to embrace the concept of faith.
w Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
w We were entirely ready to give up our old behaviors and attitudes.
w We admitted to ourselves the harm we caused to others.
w Made a decision to be a part of the solution and not the problem.
w Made a commitment to be honest in all our affairs, except when to do so would cause injury to others.
w Continued to work the concept of faith in our daily lives.
w Having gotten out the game and experiencing a productive life we pass on what we have learned.

Mr. Anthony’s Road to Recovery
I chose Mr. Anthony because two weeks ago he told a story about how far he has come and the things
he had accomplished in life in which it has inspired me.
At the age of 5, Anthony’s father gave him his first sips of alcohol out of his own personal cup! Anthony described the feeling
as being relaxing and said it helped cope with some of his problems. Anthony Oliver came from a family where there were drug
addictions and violence. At the age of 12, Anthony’s father was taking him to places where children shouldn’t have been,
for example, speakeasies. Snorting cocaine, taking pills and smoking marijuana made Anthony feel older, he stated only at the age of 15.
Due to Anthony’s habits progressing and spiraling out of control, his mother kicked him out the house. His grandmother was
also a drinker who kept drinks around the house and snuck him beers without his mother’s knowledge.
As the years passed, Mr. Oliver begin to sink deeper and deeper. When he was only 24, Mr. Oliver begins doing stick-ups, stealing money from
family—including his children—and churches. He finally realized his wrong-doings and knew he needed help—so help he sought! His first
choice for help was at the Northeast Treatment Center (2nd & Berks) for a year. When that year was up, Mr. Oliver found more help
at a 6-month rehab program where he struggled with bipolar disorder and anger management problems. In 1985 Anthony Oliver
came home, then went to prison. He was released in 2000 and received more help when he was placed in a halfway house. In 2012 he
became a walk-in member at Wedge Recovery Center (3609 N. Broad St.) where he says he has learned a lot of responsibility and was
well educated about his addiction. He’s grown to respect others like the Wedge staff and other Wedge members.
Mr. Anthony Oliver thanks the Wedge Recovery Center for helping to save his life. It has been a blessing for him.
“There is help in the Wedge—it’s going to be a struggle—as long as you pick yourself up and dust yourself off and let GOD in,” says Mr. Oliver.
At the end, Mr. Anthony Oliver has felt guilt and hurt from the burning of his bridges with his family, but at the same time
Mr. Oliver feels good about himself now. He is also proud of all he has become due to the help he has and will receive.
We can all learn from Mr. Oliver and each other here at the Wedge.

*NEVER GIVE UP AND KEEP ON PUSHING!

Justine Rowe, Venango Site Reporter
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A THANK YOU TO THE MEN AND WOMEN
OF THE ARMED FORCES
On the behalf of everyone from the Wedge Recovery Centers, we would like to thank you for all
of your sacrifices and commitments that you have made for us. You’ve put your lives on the line
everyday to protect the land that we love. We will never forget what you have done for us and
your hard work and dedication will not go unnoticed. Your friends from the Wedge Recovery
Centers would like to thank you personally and God Bless the United States of America.
Darnell Lockhart

mission statement
The Mission of The Wedge Recovery Centers is to promote recovery and personal growth for individuals suffering from addictive
disorders and psychiatric experiences, along with their supporters and their caregivers. Through a relationship of mutual respect
and equality we hope to facilitate the discovery and development of innate strengths and abilities that promote
self-determination and autonomy within those entrusted to our care. The Wedge is firmly committed to providing
only the highest quality of service, and will never deny service to anyone regardless of ability to pay.
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Help - 1.800.301.4514
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